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A multiple linear regression statistical method is appliedto model data taken from the Coupled Model Inter-

Comparison Project, phase 5 (CMIP-5) to estimate the 11-year solar cycle responses of stratospheric ozone,

temperature, and zonal wind during the 1979-2005 period. The analysis is limited to the six CMIP-5 models that

resolve the stratosphere (high-top models) and that include interactive ozone chemistry. All simulations assumed

a conservative 11-year solar spectral irradiance variation based on the NRL SSI model. These model responses

are then compared to corresponding observational estimates derived from two independent satellite ozone profile

data sets and from ERA Interim Reanalysis meteorological data. The models exhibit a range of 11-year responses

with three models (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and MRI-E SM1) yielding substantial solar-induced

ozone changes in the upper stratosphere that compare more favorably with available observations. The remaining

three models do not, apparently because of differences in the details of their radiation and photolysis rate codes.

During winter in both hemispheres, the three models with stronger upper stratospheric ozone responses produce

relatively strong latitudinal gradients of ozone and temperature in the upper stratosphere that are associated with

accelerations of the polar night jet under solar maximum conditions. This behavior is similar to that found in the

satellite ozone and ERA Interim data except that the latitudinal gradients tend to occur at somewhat higher

latitudes in the models. The sharp ozone gradients are dynamical in origin and assist in radiatively enhancing

the temperature gradients, leading to a stronger zonal windresponse. These results suggest that simulation of a

realistic solar-induced variation of upper stratospheric ozone, temperature and zonal wind in winter is possible

for at least some coupled climate models even if a conservative SSI variation is adopted.
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1. Introduction

As reviewed by Mitchell et al. (2014a) (hereafter referred to as

Paper 1), the stratosphere containing the ozone layer represents a

key link through which solar variability can produce perturbations

of tropospheric circulation. Solar influences on surface climate5

can, in principle, be due either to solar irradiance variations or

changes in corpuscular radiation (energetic charged particles), or

both (see, e.g., section 4 of the review by Gray et al. 2010).

Influences of solar irradiance variability can be further divided

into a so-called “bottom-up” category, involving direct penetration10

of solar radiation at wavelengths greater than about 300 nm

to the lower troposphere, and a “top-down” category, involving

effects of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation on the upper atmosphere

with indirect dynamical effects at lower levels. Because ofthe

important role of ozone, which is mainly produced by solar UV15

radiation, in radiatively heating the stratosphere and because solar

UV variability is relatively large (up to∼ 6% near 200 nm over

an 11-year cycle compared to∼ 0.1% at wavelengths> 300

nm), top-down solar irradiance forcing is believed to be a non-

negligible component of solar-induced climate variability (Kodera20

and Kuroda 2002; Haigh 2003; Matthes et al. 2006; Meehl et al.

2009; Hood et al. 2013; Gray et al. 2013).

There are a number of sources of uncertainty in designing a

general circulation model (GCM) that is best able to simulate the

observed top-down component of solar irradiance-induced climate25

change. These include uncertainties in solar spectral irradiance

(SSI) variability itself, uncertainties in observationalestimates for

the solar-induced stratospheric and surface climate response, and

uncertainties in the details of the model formulation (see section

2.2 below).30

The nature and magnitude of SSI variability has been a topic

of increased attention during the last decade. Due to a lack

of direct, long-term measurements of SSI, proxy-based models

have previously been developed by several groups using indirect

measurements such as sunspot area, the solar 10.7 cm radio flux35

(F10.7), and the solar Mg II core-to-wing ratio (see the review

by Ermolli et al. 2013). These SSI models have been extensively

employed in climate model simulations. For example, the SSI

model developed at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL

SSI; Lean et al. 1995; Lean 2000; Wang et al. 2005) has been40

adopted for use by most models in the most recent Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP-5) (Taylor et al. 2012).

New direct satellite-based measurements of SSI began to be

obtained in 2003 by the SORCE (SOlar Radiation and Climate

Experiment) (e.g., Harder et al. 2009). As reviewed by Ermolli et45

al. (2013), the SORCE measurements differ in major ways from

the proxy-based models and some of these differences may be a

consequence of instrument degradation with time. In particular,

a large SSI decrease in the 200 to 320 nm range was measured

by SORCE during the decline of solar cycle 23 that was four to50

six times larger than estimated by proxy-based models. Ermolli

et al. (2013) conclude that a lower limit on the magnitude of

the SSI solar cycle variation is represented by the NRL SSI

model while the SORCE measurements may represent an upper

limit. However, results of recent efforts to account for andcorrect55

instrument degradation effects in the SORCE SSI data (e.g.,

Woods 2012) suggest that the measured upper limit will be revised

downward considerably.

This is the third in a series of analyses performed as part of the

SPARC SOLARIS-HEPPA SolarMIP project (Solar Model Inter-60

Comparison Project). In Paper 1 (Mitchell et al. 2014a), multiple

linear regression (MLR) was applied to assess the 11-year

solar cycle component of both stratospheric and surface climate

variability in the full suite of more than 30 models that contributed

to the CMIP-5 comparison study. The analysis focused on the65

13 models that resolve the stratosphere (high-top models) and

some evidence was obtained that these models are able to simulate

better the surface response during northern winter than arelow-

top models. However, as a whole, most of the high-top models

did not reproduce either the magnitude or latitudinal gradients70

of solar-induced temperature responses in the upper stratosphere

that are estimated using most meteorological reanalyses (see also

Mitchell et al. 2014b, in review). For this reason, the high-latitude

dynamical responses that lead to significant top-down forcing of

regional surface climate were also not well simulated in most75

of the high-top models. In addition to Paper 1, Misios et al.

(2014) have examined the effects of atmosphere-ocean coupling
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in modifying and enhancing the bottom-up component of solar-

induced climate change using both high-top and low-top CMIP-5

models.80

In this paper, the model characteristics that yield a reasonable

agreement of solar signals with available observations of the

stratosphere are examined further. Specifically, multiplelinear

regression (MLR) is applied to compare in more detail solar

signals in a subset of the 13 high-top CMIP-5 models considered85

in Paper 1, i.e., the 6 models that included coupled interactive

ozone chemistry (as opposed to those whose stratospheric

ozone variability was prescribeda priori). Attention is focused

especially on the model response of stratospheric ozone (which

was not considered in Paper 1) and comparisons are made to90

selected observational estimates for the time period after1979

when continuous global satellite remote sensing measurements

began.

In many respects, this study builds on a previous work by

Austin et al. (2008; see also Chapter 8 of SPARC-CCMVal95

2010). The latter authors analyzed solar cycle signals of ozone

and temperature in a series of simulations of coupled chemistry

climate models (i.e., general circulation models with coupled

interactive chemistry) over various periods during the last half

of the 20th century. The employed models did not have coupled100

oceans but were forced at their lower boundaries using observed

sea surface temperatures (SSTs). It was shown that the model

ozone results were generally in agreement with observations

at tropical latitudes (e.g., Soukharev and Hood 2006), yielding

a maximum response near 3-4 hPa of two to three per cent105

over a solar cycle, a minimum near 20 hPa, and a secondary

maximum in the lower stratosphere. The upper stratospheric

response is primarily a consequence of increased photolytic ozone

production while the lower stratospheric response has a transport

origin, resulting from a slowing of the upwelling branch of110

the mean meridional (Brewer-Dobson) circulation (Kodera and

Kuroda 2002). This double-peaked structure was not found tobe

dependent on whether or not a model included energetic particle

precipitation effects or a simulated or prescribed equatorial quasi-

biennial wind oscillation (QBO). During the 1960-1981 period,115

the ozone response maximum in the lower stratosphere was

shown to be artificially suppressed due to a fortuitous correlation

between the SSTs and the solar cycle. However, during the period

from 1982 to 2003, such aliasing was minimal and the lower

stratospheric response agreed well with observational estimates120

over the same period. In the present work, the 6 considered models

all have coupled oceans so that aliasing from prescribed SSTs is

not a concern and only the period after 1979 is analyzed.

In section 2, the 6 high-top CMIP-5 models with interactive

chemistry are described and the MLR statistical method thatis125

applied to the model data is summarized. Results of the analysis

for annually averaged monthly solar regression coefficients

for stratospheric ozone and temperature are presented and

compared for the 6 models. In section 3, previous efforts to

estimate observationally the 11-year solar-induced responses of130

stratospheric ozone, temperature, and zonal wind are first briefly

reviewed and selected observations-based estimates for these

responses are presented for comparison with the model results.

Then the 11-year solar signals in ozone, temperature, and zonal

wind for the 6 models are examined in more detail for the135

northern early winter (Nov.-Dec.) and southern mid-winter(Jul.-

Aug.) periods when observations indicate the strongest solar-

induced latitudinal gradients in ozone/temperature and the largest

enhancements of the polar night jet in both hemispheres. A

summary and further discussion are given in section 4.140

2. Models, Statistical Method, and Annual Mean Results

2.1. Models

Table I lists the 6 high-top CMIP-5 models with interactive

chemistry that are considered here. The institutes that were mainly

responsible for producing these models are as follows: CESM1-145

WACCM - U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research,

Boulder, Colorado; MIROC-ESM-CHEM - University of Tokyo,

NIES, and JAMSTEC, Japan; MRI-ESM1 - Meteorological

Research Institute of Japan, Tsukuba City, Japan; GFDL-

CM3 - U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,150

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey;

GISS-E2-H and GISS-E2-R - U.S. National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New

York, New York. The two GISS models differ only in the nature

of the coupled ocean model (Shindell et al. 2013). The GISS-E2-155

R model used the “Russell” ocean (Russell et al. 1995) while the
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4 L. L. Hood et al.

GISS-E2-H model used the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (Sun

and Bleck 2006). All models were required to produce at least

one “historical” simulation over the 1850 to 2005 period with

observed forcing consisting of solar spectral irradiance variations,160

volcanic sulfate aerosol, and greenhouse gas emissions (Taylor

et al. 2012). Effects of energetic charged particle precipitation

were generally not included, except for WACCM, which has a

parameterization for increased odd nitrogen production inthe

thermosphere as a function of the geomagnetic Kp index. All of165

the models considered here adopted the NRL SSI model (Wang

et al. 2005). Two of the models (CESM1-WACCM and GFDL-

CM3) also scaled the total solar irradiance (TSI) by a constant

factor of 0.9965 to agree with SORCE Total Irradiance Monitor

measurements (Kopp et al. 2005).170

In the table, column 2 lists the number of ensemble members

that were available for analysis for the period after 1979. Three

of the models (GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H, and GISS-E2-R) were

applied to produce an ensemble of 5 historical simulations each.

The remaining three (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,175

and MRI-ESM1) performed one historical simulation each. In

addition, CESM1-WACCM carried out three shorter simulations

for the 1955-2005 period with initial conditions taken fromthe

single historical run (Marsh et al. 2013). Therefore, a total of

4 members are available for CESM1-WACCM for the period180

after 1979 when continuous global satellite observations became

available. Column 3 lists the number of bands that representthe

solar spectrum in the model’s radiation scheme (after TableI of

Paper 1). However, the spectral resolution at UV wavelengths

is more important for stratospheric ozone production and is185

discussed in more detail for the individual models in the next

subsection. Columns 4 and 5 list the approximate vertical and

horizontal spatial resolutions of each model in the stratosphere

(∼ 3 hPa). The vertical resolutions at this level are comparable

(∼ 2-3 km) for all models except for MIROC-ESM-CHEM,190

which has a resolution near 1 km. The horizontal resolutionsare

also comparable (several degrees of latitude or longitude at low

latitudes) except for MRI-ESM1, which has a higher resolution

near 1 degree. Column 6 indicates whether each model simulates

a QBO and whether the modeled QBO is spontaneously generated195

or whether it is forced (nudged) to agree with observational

constraints. Four of the models have no QBO while MIROC-

ESM-CHEM has a spontaneous QBO and CESM1-WACCM has a

nudged QBO. Finally, column 7 lists at least one recent reference

for each model.200

2.2. Model Radiation and Photolysis Rate Codes

According to published descriptions, all of the 6 coupled climate

models considered here used up-to-date interactive chemistry

schemes. The main characteristics of the chemistry schemesfor

5 of the 6 models (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,205

GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-R, and GISS-E2-H) have been previously

described in detail by Eyring et al. (2013; see their Appendix

A). The chemistry scheme used in the MRI-ESM1 model, which

provided data to the CMIP-5 archive at a later time, has been

summarized by Yukimoto et al. (2010; see also Shibata et al. 2005210

and Deushi and Shibata 2010).

However, the modeled response of stratospheric ozone and

temperature to 11-year SSI forcing depends strongly on the

detailed treatment of the solar UV irradiance in the 120-300

nm spectral range. Experiments using a 1-D radiative-convective-215

chemical model presented by Shapiro et al. (2013; see their Figure

2) are helpful for demonstrating this. In particular, they showed

using the NRL SSI data set that the ozone mixing ratio increases

in the stratosphere due to enhanced ozone production by O2

photolysis with a maximum near 40 km altitude. The increase in220

the 40-60 km layer is related to O2 absorption in the 121-200

nm interval (Schumann-Runge bands), while below 40 km the

main spectral contribution is from the Herzberg continuum (200-

242 nm). A negative ozone response is expected in the middle

mesosphere, driven by the increase of hydrogen radicals resulting225

from water vapor photolysis by SSI in the SRB and at the Lyman-

α line. Both the positive ozone response centered near 40 km and

the negative response peaking in the middle mesosphere (∼ 68

km) have been confirmed observationally using satellite remote

sensing measurements on the solar rotational (∼ 27-day) time230

scale (e.g., Hood 1986, Keating et al. 1987, Hood et al. 1991).

The absorption of SSI at the Lyman-α wavelength by O2 is also

responsible for a strong expected ozone increase in the upper

mesosphere. Ozone photolysis in the 240-300 nm spectral range

c© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared usingqjrms4.cls
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leads to ozone loss partly compensating the influence of enhanced235

O2 photolysis above 30 km.

The expected temperature response to an enhancement of solar

UV radiation is always positive and has two maxima at the

stratopause and mesopause. The mesopause maximum is defined

mostly by oxygen absorption in the SRB and in the Lyman-α240

line. In the 50-70 km layer, the SRB and Herzberg continuum

contribution dominates, while below 50 km, ozone absorption in

the Herzberg continuum and Hartley bands (200-300 nm) is the

main contributor to the overall heating.

For regions where the influence of dynamics is not crucial (e.g.,245

the tropical middle to upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere),

differences in modeled ozone and temperature responses to

increases in SSI can potentially be explained by different

representations of the photolysis and radiative heating responses.

Therefore, a detailed consideration of the individual model codes250

is necessary. It should be noted however that the magnitude of the

thermal response depends not only on the details of the shortwave

radiation codes but also on the quality of the long-wave partof the

codes because the net temperature change is a balance between

solar heating and infrared cooling.255

CESM1-WACCM

The model version participating in CMIP-5 is described by

Marsh et al. (2013). Below 65 km, the heating rates are calculated

using the scheme of Briegleb (1992), which is based on the

two-stream delta-Eddington approximation. The solar visible and260

UV (200-700 nm) spectrum is divided into 8 spectral intervals

and only ozone absorption, which dominates below 50 km, is

taken into account. The photolysis rates are calculated using a

look-up table approach based on the output of the Tropospheric

Ultraviolet and Visible (TUV) Radiation model developed at265

NCAR (Madronich and Flocke 1998). Above 65 km, the model

also includes parameterizations for the Schumann-Runge bands

(Koppers and Murtaugh 1996; Minschwaner and Siskind 1993)

and continuum, as well as for the Lyman-α line (Chabrillat and

Kockarts 1997). The model is also able to treat extreme UV andX-270

rays, which are mostly important for the thermosphere. The main

weakness of the applied codes is the absence of oxygen absorption

below 65 km, which may lead to underestimation of the solar-

induced warming and an associated ozone increase there.

MIROC-ESM-CHEM275

Radiative heating and photolysis rates are calculated using the

radiation code described by Sekiguchi and Nakajima (2008).The

radiative transfer solver is based on the two-stream approximation

in the form of a discrete-ordinate/adding method and allows

treatment of multiple scattering and absorption/emission. The280

absorption is treated using a correlated k-distribution (CKD)

approach. The entire solar spectrum is divided into 23 intervals

but the most important ones for the stratosphere/mesosphere

solar UV spectrum (185-300 nm) consists of 6 intervals where

the absorption by O3 and O2 is included. Photolysis rates285

are calculated on-line using temperature and radiation fluxes

computed in the radiation code considering absorption and

multiple scattering (Watanabe et al. 2011). The cross-sections and

quantum yields of the atmospheric species for each spectralbin

are calculated using optimized averaging.290

Weaknesses of the applied code include absence of the Lyman-

α line and water vapor photolysis. This could potentially lead

to some overestimation of the ozone response in the upper

stratosphere due to absence of H2O photolysis in the SRB. At

altitudes above 60 km, the neglect of the Lyman-α line would295

result in problems in the simulation of both the ozone and

temperature responses.

MRI-ESM1

The model version participating in CMIP-5 is described

by Adachi et al. (2011). The calculation of heating rates in300

this version is performed with the two-stream delta-Eddington

approximation with the entire solar spectrum divided into 22

spectral intervals (Yukimoto et al. 2011, 2012). The absorption

of solar UV radiation by O2 and O3 is included following

Freidenreich and Ramaswamy (1999), which divides the spectrum305

from 173 to 400 nm into 11 intervals. Absorption in the molecular

lines is treated using a CKD approach. The photolysis rate

calculation is based on the scheme applied in the NCAR 2-D

model SOCRATES (Huang et al. 1998) and includes all reactions

c© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared usingqjrms4.cls
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important for the stratosphere and mesosphere. The only obvious310

weakness of the radiation code is the absence of the Lyman-α line.

GFDL-CM3

The model version participating in CMIP-5 is described by

Donner et al. (2011). The applied radiation code is based on an

original algorithm presented by Freidenreich and Ramaswamy315

(1999). To improve performance, the code was slightly simplified

by reducing the total number of spectral intervals coveringthe

solar spectrum from 25 to 18. However, in the UV range (173-300

nm), the number of intervals remains the same as in the original

scheme (Anderson et al. 2004). Clear-sky photolysis rates are320

calculated using a multivariate interpolation table derived from the

TUV model of Madronich and Flocke (1998), with an adjustment

applied for the effects of large-scale clouds. As in MRI-ESM1,

the only obvious weakness of the radiation code is the absence of

the Lyman-α line. However, it appears that the applied photolysis325

rate calculation scheme was designed mostly for tropospheric

applications so it is possible that O2 photolysis could be missing

because this reaction is not important in the troposphere.

GISS-E2-H and GISS-E2-R

The model versions participating in CMIP-5 are described by330

Schmidt et al. (2014). As noted in section 2.1, the H and R

versions differ only in the nature of the coupled ocean model.

The calculation of heating rates is based on the Lacis and Hansen

(1974) parameterization, which considers solar UV absorption

only by ozone. The photolysis rates are calculated using the335

FastJ2 code of Bian and Prather (2002), which takes into account

the model distribution of clouds, aerosols, and ozone. The scheme

was improved by adding photolysis of water and NO at high

altitudes. The weakness of the applied radiation code is absence

of oxygen absorption, which is very important in the upper340

stratosphere/mesosphere. The absence of the SRB and Lyman-α

line in the Fast-H2 code could also lead to an underestimation of

the positive ozone and temperature response above 40 km. This

underestimation could be enhanced by the added photolysis of

water vapor, which provides additional active hydrogen during345

solar maximum years.

2.3. Method of Analysis

As in Paper 1, we adopt here a multiple linear regression (MLR)

statistical approach to estimate the 11-year solar component of

variability in the model ozone, temperature, and zonal wind350

monthly mean time series. Because the solar signal evolves

significantly as a function of season, monthly solar regression

coefficients are calculated for comparison to corresponding

observational estimates described in section 3. The MLR model

applied here differs from that applied in Paper 1 only in that355

the adopted solar predictor (basis function) is the solar MgII

core-to-wing ratio (or Mg II UV index), which is available since

1979 when continuous satellite measurements of SSI began. This

index, which consists of a ratio that is insensitive to instrument-

related drifts, is a measure of solar UV variations at wavelengths360

near 200 nm that are important for ozone production in the

upper stratosphere (Heath and Schlesinger 1986; Viereck and

Puga 1999). It is demonstrably more effective (see below and

Figure S7) in representing solar-induced signals in observational

stratospheric ozone data than other proxies such as total solar365

irradiance (TSI), F10.7, or sunspot number. In Paper 1, for the

purpose of analyzing model stratospheric temperature and zonal

wind data, the NRL model TSI was adopted as the solar basis

function because it, unlike Mg II, is available for the full historical

period (1850-2005) and because the UV component of SSI was370

not represented uniformly in all of the CMIP-5 models.

Specifically, the adopted MLR model for a given atmospheric

variable and monthX(i, t) is of the form:

X(i, t) = µ(i) + βsolarMgII(i, t) + βvolcanicSATO(i, t)

375

+βQBO1QBO1(i, t) + βQBO2QBO2(i, t)

+βENSON3.4(i, t) + βtrendGHG(i, t) + r(i, t) (1)

where i is the month of the year (i = 1, 2, ..., 12), t is

the time in increments of years,µ(i) is the long-term mean380

for the ith month, Mg II(i, t) is the corresponding value

of the Mg II UV index, available from the Laboratory for

Atmospheric and Space Physics at the University of Colorado

(http://lasp.colorado.edu/lisird/mgii), SATO(i, t) is a measure of

the volcanic aerosol concentration (updated from Sato et al. 1993),385

QBO1(i, t) and QBO2(i, t) are the first and second Empirical
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Orthogonal Functions of the model equatorial (5◦S to 5◦N) zonal

mean zonal wind at levels from 5 to 70 hPa in the stratosphere,

N3.4(i, t) is the Niño 3.4 index (defined as the model sea surface

temperature anomalies in the region from 5◦S to 5◦N and from390

120◦W to 170◦W), GHG(i, t) is a time series representative of

the concentration of well-mixed greenhouse gases, and r(i, t) is

the residual noise term. The coefficientsβsolar, βvolcanic, βQBO1,

βQBO2, βENSO, andβtrend are determined by linear least squares

regression. Note that the QBO1, QBO2, and N3.4 basis function395

time series must be calculated from the model data for each

individual model prior to application of (1). For models with

no QBO, the QBO terms are set to zero. As described in more

detail in Paper 1, to correct for autocorrelation of the model data

residuals after applying (1), we use the method of Tiao et al.400

(1990) (see also Cochrane and Orcutt 1949 and Garny et al. 2007).

However, the correction is relatively minor since the year-to-year

autocorrelation of the monthly residuals is not large.

2.4. Annual Mean Model Results

Figure 1 shows annual averages of the monthly solar regression405

coefficients calculated from model ozone data over the 1979-2005

period for all 6 models listed in Table 1. These averages are

produced by first calculating the monthly regression coefficients

and standard deviations for each ensemble member for a given

model (4 for CESM1-WACCM, 1 for MIROC-ESM-CHEM, 1 for410

MRI-ESM1, and 5 each for GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H, and GISS-

E2-R). The ensemble means are then calculated for each model

and month (see Figures S1-S6). Finally, the ensemble means

of the coefficients and standard deviations for each of the 12

months are averaged together for each model at each grid point to415

produce Figure 1. The starting point of 1979 is determined bythe

beginning of continuous satellite observations (section 3) while

the end point of 2005 is determined by the final year of the CMIP-

5 simulations. Ozone regression results are only shown at altitudes

above 16 km since the vast majority of the ozone column is in the420

stratosphere. Results are not shown above 54 km since 4 of the6

models only provide data to approximately this level.

Ozone solar regression coefficients are expressed as the per

cent change in ozone concentration or mixing ratio for a

change in the Mg II core-to-wing ratio of 0.0169. The latter425

value is roughly equivalent to a change in F10.7 of∼ 130

flux units or a change in sunspot number of∼ 130, i.e., it

corresponds to a cycle that is about average for the 1940-2000

period but stronger-than-average for the 1850-1940 period. In

the remainder of this paper, this change is referred to as solar430

“minimum to maximum” or “max - min”. In this and subsequent

figures, dark shaded areas indicate regions where the averaged

monthly solar regression coefficients are greater than twice the

averaged monthly standard deviations. These areas are statistically

significant at approximately 95% confidence. Lighter shadedareas435

indicate regions where the coefficients are more than one averaged

monthly standard deviation and are significant at approximately

68% confidence.

Figures S1-S6 show the monthly ensemble mean ozone solar

regression coefficients for each of the 6 models that were averaged440

together to produce the annually averaged plots in Figure 1.Figure

S7 confirms that the Mg II solar UV index gives more significant

ozone solar coefficient regression results for the CMIP-5 model

ozone data over the 1979-2005 period. It compares the annually

averaged monthly ozone solar regression coefficients obtained445

for the CESM1-WACCM model when the assumed solar basis

function consists of (a) TSI; (b) F10.7; and (c) the solar Mg II UV

index. Both the amplitude and statistical significance of the solar

regression coefficients are largest when the Mg II UV index is

used. Nevertheless, the TSI index used in Paper 1 for atmospheric450

variables other than ozone over the 1850-2005 period remains a

valid solar proxy.

As seen in Figure 1, there is a wide range in the amplitude

and statistical significance of the ozone solar regression results

among the models, especially in the upper stratosphere. Despite455

the short 27-year analysis period, statistically significant solar

coefficients are obtained for 5 of the 6 models. Results for

models with little or no response in the upper stratosphere are

shown in the lower panel (Figure 1 d, e, and f). Overall, the

least significant coefficients were obtained for GFDL-CM3 while460

the most significant coefficients were obtained for MRI-ESM1.

The GFDL-CM3 results are not significant at the 2σ level with

only marginally significant (1σ) values obtained in the lower

stratosphere. The two GISS-E2 models produce a significant

ozone response with maximum averaged amplitude of∼ 2% that465
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is centered in the middle stratosphere near 10 hPa (∼ 32 km) while

the response above 2 hPa is nearly zero.

The three models that do produce a significant averaged upper

stratospheric response yield results shown in the top panelof

Figure 1. The CESM1-WACCM response is centered at roughly470

4 hPa (∼ 38 km) while the MIROC-ESM-CHEM and MRI-ESM1

responses are centered at a slightly higher level of 3 hPa or∼ 40

km. In all three cases, the peak amplitude averaged over all months

is near 3%. Above the stratopause (∼ 1 hPa), the MRI-ESM1

response is largest (> 2%) at high latitudes in both hemispheres.475

As also seen in Figure 1, several models (CESM1-WACCM

and GISS-E2-H) produce strong and apparently significant ozone

responses in the lower stratosphere (∼ 50 hPa). On the other

hand, MIROC-ESM-CHEM and MRI-ESM1 produce reduced

and much less significant responses at this level, indicating that480

the modeled lower stratospheric ozone response could be sensitive

to details of the model formulation. For example, the lower

stratospheric response of GISS-E2-R is similar to but weaker than

that of GISS-E2-H, suggesting that the coupled ocean model is

a factor in producing it. In the case of CESM1-WACCM, the485

lower stratospheric response is more continuous with latitude but

is largest in the tropics.

Because the time period considered here includes two major

volcanic eruptions (El Chichòn in 1982 and Pinatubo in 1991) that

followed solar maxima in 1980 and 1989, it is possible that the490

lower stratospheric ozone signal in some of the models of Figure

1 is affected by aliasing, i.e., lack of complete orthogonality

between the solar and volcanic aerosol basis function time series

(Solomon et al. 1996; Lee and Smith 2003). This is especially

possible if the modeled lower stratospheric chemistry or dynamics495

is overly sensitive to volcanic aerosol effects (e.g., enhanced

heterogeneous ozone losses or radiative heating). For example,

Dhomse et al. (2011) applied the SLIMCAT chemical transport

model developed at the University of Leeds (Chipperfield 1999;

2006) to show that the modeled ozone solar response in the500

tropical lower stratosphere is amplified by aliasing from the

volcanic eruptions because the model overestimates ozone losses

during high aerosol loading periods. The extent to which a similar

aliasing may occur in a version of WACCM (WACCM3.5) without

a coupled ocean (forced using observed sea surface temperatures505

and sea ice concentrations) has recently been investigatedby

Chiodo et al. (2014). By carrying out simulations with and without

including volcanic aerosol forcing, it was found that most of the

apparent solar-induced variation of tropical lower stratospheric

ozone and temperature in the model is due to the two major510

volcanic events mentioned above. It was therefore inferredthat

the part of decadal variability in tropical lower stratospheric

observations that can be attributed to solar variability may be

smaller than previously believed. This may indeed be the case

(see the next section). However, it is also possible that the515

modeled lower stratospheric ozone in WACCM is overly sensitive

to volcanic aerosol effects, as was apparently the case for the

SLIMCAT model. The results of Figure 1 suggest that this could

be true since the apparent lower stratospheric solar signalis

unusually large and significant in CESM1-WACCM compared to520

other models. In future work, this could be investigated further by

(a) conducting a separate analysis for a period without powerful

volcanic eruptions; and (b) repeating the MLR analysis overthe

1979-2005 period with 1-2 years after the two volcanic eruptions

excluded.525

Figure 2 shows corresponding results for the annually averaged

monthly temperature solar regression coefficients, expressed as

the change in Kelvin from solar minimum to maximum (defined

above). The individual ensemble mean monthly temperature solar

regression coefficients are plotted in Figures S8-S13 for the530

6 models. The annual mean results of Figure 2 are not very

different from those shown in Paper 1, which used TSI rather

than Mg II as the solar predictor and which analyzed the full

suite of CMIP-5 models. Nevertheless, we show them here for

completeness. As seen in the figure, the annual mean temperature535

results resemble the ozone results of Figure 1 since the ozone

change contributes significantly to the radiative heating change

from solar minimum to maximum in the stratosphere (e.g., Gray

et al. 2009). The CESM1-WACCM model produces the largest

temperature response in the tropical lower stratosphere (peaking540

near 1 K) compared to the other models and also produces a

significant response exceeding 1 K above 2 hPa. The GFDL-CM3

model produces the least significant results with amplitudes of∼

0.5 K near the stratopause at most latitudes while the MRI-ESM1

model produces the strongest and most significant temperature545
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response throughout the low-latitude stratosphere, exceeding 1

K above the 2 hPa level. The two GISS-E2 models produce a

significant temperature response of intermediate amplitude (> 0.5

K) at most levels in the tropical stratosphere. Finally, theMIROC-

ESM-CHEM model produces a significant upper stratospheric550

response that is locally larger than 1 K in amplitude and has a

weaker response in the lower stratosphere compared to most of

the other models.

Turning to the monthly model ozone and temperature solar

coefficients plotted in Figures S1-S6 and S8-S13, a seasonal555

evolution of the solar-induced signal is apparent. In the summer

hemisphere for all models, the thermal response in the upper

stratosphere tends to shift toward higher latitudes, reflecting the

reduced solar-zenith angle during that season and the longer

duration of daily solar heating at polar latitudes (midnight sun).560

However, for the models in the top panels of Figures 1 and 2

with a relatively large upper stratospheric ozone and temperature

response (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and MRI-

ESM1), there is also a tendency for large negative latitudinal

ozone and temperature gradients to develop at high latitudes in the565

winter hemisphere. A similar tendency for temperature averaged

over all high-top models during northern winter was also shown in

Figure 7 of paper 1. Averaged over all 4 of the CESM1-WACCM

ensemble members, the large negative ozone and temperature

gradients are mainly seen in the southern hemisphere in Juneand570

July but are also present in the northern hemisphere winter for 2

of the 4 members (not shown). In the case of the single MIROC-

ESM-CHEM simulation, it occurs in December at high northern

latitudes and in July/August at high southern latitudes forboth

ozone and temperature. The same is true for the single MRI-ESM1575

simulation. For the latter two models, the negative latitudinal

gradients are noticeably larger in the southern hemispherewinter.

3. Comparisons With Observational Estimates

3.1. Ozone

Continuous global satellite remote sensing measurements of580

stratospheric ozone have been obtained since late 1978 (WMO

2007). These measurements, like those of SSI, are subject to

uncertainties including degradation with time and intercalibration

offsets between different instruments. The longest continuous

record of stratospheric ozone concentrations by a single585

instrument was obtained by the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Experiment (SAGE) II, beginning in November of 1984 and

ending in August, 2005. The solar occultation measurement

technique employed by SAGE yields a relatively good vertical

resolution approaching 1 km (e.g., McCormick et al. 1989).590

Analyses of these data indicate substantial variations of 2to 4%

from solar minimum to maximum extending from∼ 5 hPa to

and above the stratopause at low latitudes (e.g., Soukharevand

Hood 2006; Randel and Wu 2007; Kyrölä et al. 2013; Remsberg

2014; see Figure 3c below). However, due to the sparse sampling595

of the SAGE solar occultation measurements, only annual mean

regression coefficients can be accurately estimated.

A second long-term data set with more complete sampling

but less continuity and less vertical resolution (∼ 8 km) has

been constructed at the U.S. Goddard Space Flight Center600

by merging together vertical ozone soundings by a series of

solar backscattered ultraviolet (SBUV) instruments on Nimbus

7 (late 1978 to 1990) and subsequent U.S. National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) operational satellites

(McPeters et al. 2013; Kramarova et al. 2013). The data obtained605

by the Nimbus 7 SBUV instrument were at a nearly constant local

time while data acquired with SBUV/2 instruments on the NOAA

satellites beginning with NOAA 11 in 1989 were more affected

by orbital drifts that caused the local time of measurement to vary

during many of these missions. In the upper stratosphere (∼ 2610

hPa and above), this can introduce artificial trends since there is

a significant diurnal variation of ozone at these levels. Multiple

linear regression (MLR) analyses of the merged SBUV data

through 2003 yield a substantial annual mean solar cycle variation

of 3 to 4% at∼ 2 hPa and above in the upper stratosphere at low615

latitudes (Soukharev and Hood 2006; Tourpali et al. 2007). As

shown in the latter references, seasonal (e.g., northern winter and

summer) mean regression coefficients can also be estimated using

the more densely sampled, merged SBUV data set. However,

as discussed further below, the SBUV results have significant620

uncertainties imposed by the shortness of the data record (no

more than 3.5 solar cycles) and the low vertical resolution of the

individual profile measurements.
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To allow a more direct comparison with the annually averaged

monthly model ozone solar regression coefficients of Figure625

1 and the monthly coefficients of Figures S1-S6, the analysis

of Soukharev and Hood (2006) was extended to calculate

monthly merged SBUV ozone regression coefficients using the

same MLR model (1) that was applied to the CMIP-5 model

data. Specifically, the monthly mean Version 8 merged SBUV630

ozone profile data set covering 1979-2003 was reanalyzed to

calculate individual monthly solar regression coefficients using

the updated statistical model (1), including the more conservative

autocorrelation correction described in section 2 and Paper 1. The

ENSO basis function in this case is the observed Niño 3.4 index635

and the two QBO empirical orthogonal functions are calculated

from the ERA Interim reanalysis data as described in Paper 1.

The N3.4 time series is lagged by 3 months to account for the

observed delay in the stratospheric response to surface ENSO

variability (e.g., Hood et al. 2010). The analysis is limited to the640

period prior to 2004 to allow direct comparisons with the results

of Soukharev and Hood (2006) and Tourpali et al. (2007) and to

avoid any effects of a drift in the NOAA 16 orbit, which began in

early 2004.

Figure 3a shows the annually averaged SBUV monthly solar645

regression coefficients to allow a direct comparison to the model

annually averaged coefficients of Figure 1. Specifically, Figure

3a was produced by averaging together the 12 monthly SBUV

ozone solar regression coefficients and the corresponding standard

deviations at each grid point. The individual monthly SBUV650

solar regression coefficients are plotted in Figure S14. Regression

coefficients and standard deviations at a given grid point were

calculated from the 25 monthly means over 1979-2003. Figure

3b shows the annual mean SBUV solar regression coefficients

obtained by considering each monthly anomaly (monthly mean655

minus long-term monthly mean) as an independent data point

(25 × 12 = 300). The annual mean coefficients of Figure

3b are more statistically significant than the annually averaged

monthly coefficients of Figure 3a, as would be expected from

the increased number of data points. In both cases, the per cent660

change in ozone from solar minimum to maximum is largest

in the uppermost stratosphere, especially in the tropics and

at high latitudes in both hemispheres. In the tropical middle

stratosphere (∼ 4 hPa), the response is a minimum and is

statistically insignificant. Positive responses are also obtained in665

the extratropical middle stratosphere and in the lower stratosphere

near 50 hPa. The annually averaged monthly and annual mean

ozone solar regression coefficients in Figures 3a,b are only

marginally significant in the lower stratosphere. This differs

from the results of Soukharev and Hood (2006) and Tourpali670

et al. (2007), who found apparently significant annual mean

coefficients in much of the lower stratosphere. The reduced

significance obtained here is probably due to the use of alternate

basis functions for volcanic aerosol and the QBO, as well as

to the more conservative autocorrelation correction. However,675

the monthly regression coefficients remain statistically significant

during certain months, especially July and August as seen in

Figure S14. Also, analyses of column ozone, which is dominated

by lower stratospheric ozone, as a function of longitude and

latitude yield significant solar regression coefficients atlow680

latitudes during the northern summer and winter seasons (Hood

and Soukharev 2012).

Comparing the annually averaged monthly SBUV ozone solar

regression coefficients of Figure 3a with the correspondingmodel

coefficients of Figure 1, none of the models appears to yield an685

ozone response that agrees to first order with that derived from

the SBUV observations. None of the models produces a relative

minimum in the tropical response near 4 hPa, although CESM1-

WACCM produces a tropical minimum near the 20 hPa level.

The averaged monthly SBUV coefficients yield maxima near the690

stratopause exceeding 6% in the tropics, decreasing to∼ 4% at

middle latitudes, and increasing again to more than 6% at high

latitudes. None of the models produces a response that maximizes

near the tropical stratopause with reductions at midlatitudes. The

3 models in the top panel of Figure 1 do produce relatively large695

(> 2%) ozone responses in the upper stratosphere but they are

centered near 4, 3, and 3 hPa, respectively, while the SBUV

response is centered above 1 hPa. The 3 models in the bottom

panel of Figure 1 produce responses at even lower levels (centered

at or below the 10 hPa level).700

However, some of the disagreements between Figure 3a and

Figure 1 may be a consequence of measurement uncertainties.

Although the merged SBUV data set is the only available record
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with sufficient sampling and length to allow reasonable estimation

of seasonally resolved ozone solar regression coefficients, there705

could be an artificial bias in these data toward higher altitudes.

Evidence that this may be the case comes from a consideration

of the annual mean solar regression coefficients obtained from

SAGE data, which have much better vertical resolution (∼ 1 km

vs.∼ 8 km for SBUV). Figure 3c shows the result of an analysis710

of Version 6 SAGE II data (updated from Soukharev and Hood

2006) using the improved MLR model (1) and autocorrelation

correction. In agreement with previous analyses (e.g., Randel and

Wu 2007), the region of minimum tropical response based on

SAGE data is centered near 10 hPa (∼ 31 km) while that of Figure715

3b based on SBUV data is centered near 4 hPa (∼ 38 km). The

SAGE-derived ozone solar regression coefficients exceed 2%and

are statistically significant at all levels above 5 hPa (∼ 36 km)

continuing up to at least 0.5 hPa (∼ 54 km). On the other hand,

the annual mean SBUV coefficients of Figure 3b exceed 2% in the720

tropics only at levels above 2 hPa (∼ 42 km).

Independent evidence that the ozone 11-year solar regression

coefficients derived from merged SBUV data are underestimated

at levels below 2 hPa in the tropics has also been presented by

Fioletov (2009). He predicted 11-year ozone variations at low725

latitudes using the observed ozone response to short-term solar

rotational (∼ 27-day) UV variations and then compared these

projected variations to observed decadal variations in data from

the individual SBUV instruments. It was found (see his Figure

12) that the projected variation remained significant down to730

altitudes as low as 33 km even though no response was detectable

in the combined SBUV time series. Also, the SBUV data from

the Nimbus 7 time period (1979-1990) contained an anomalously

large 11-year variation at altitudes above 44 km compared tothe

projected variation and to that recorded during later solarcycles.735

Accepting the possibility that the actual observed ozone

response extends downward to at least the 5 hPa level in the

tropics, the three modeled ozone responses in the top panel

of Figure 1 compare more favorably with the observations. To

illustrate this, Figure 4 plots tropical (25◦S to 25◦N) area-740

weighted averages of the SAGE II results from Figure 3c at a

series of pressure levels up to 1 hPa (∼ 48 km) together with

corresponding averages of the model results of Figure 1. As

seen in Figure 4a, the three models in the top panel of Figure 1

yield ozone response profiles that fall well within the 2σ error745

bars of the tropical mean SAGE II solar coefficients. As seen in

Figure 4b, the remaining models produce tropical mean upper

stratospheric ozone responses that are outside of the 2σ error bars

at altitudes above 40 km. Also, the altitude dependence of the solar

ozone response for the latter models differs noticeably from that750

estimated from the SAGE II data.

3.2. Temperature

Continuous global satellite remote sensing measurements of

atmospheric temperature also began in the late 1970’s. In Paper

1, model temperature solar responses were compared to estimates755

derived from the three most recent reanalysis meteorological

data sets, MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55 (Mitchell et al.

2014b, in review). As discussed in Paper 1, a maximum solar-

induced temperature response in the reanalyses of several Kelvin

is obtained at low latitudes well above the stratopause (∼ 0.5760

hPa), whereas the maximum expected theoretical response is

about half this amplitude and is centered near the stratopause

(Gray et al. 2009). It was therefore suggested that increased errors

in the reanalyses at levels above 1 hPa where data assimilation

is poorly constrained by observations may be responsible for765

the unexpectedly large apparent solar signal. A comparisonof

direct satellite Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) measurements

with reanalysis temperature time series supported this inference

(Mitchell et al. 2014b, in review).

Here, we consider specifically temperature and zonal wind770

data from one of the reanalyses, ERA Interim (Dee et al.

2011), which are publicly available to a level of 1 hPa

(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets). As described in the Appendix,

at least one source of errors in this data set, step changes in

upper stratospheric temperature occurring near the times of major775

changes in instrumentation or processing of assimilated data, can

be empirically minimized to produce an “adjusted” ERA Interim

zonal mean temperature data set. Such an empirical minimization

procedure is not generally applicable to other reanalyses (e.g.,

MERRA) because step changes were usually replaced with ramp780

functions in the archived data sets.
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Figure 5a shows the annually averaged monthly solar

temperature regression coefficient derived from the adjusted ERA

data over the 1979-2012 period, expressed as the change in Kelvin

from solar minimum to maximum as defined in section 2.4. The785

entire available 34-year record is considered rather than only the

1979-2005 period because the results change only slightly as

compared to the shorter record and the statistical significance is

improved. The individual monthly ERA Interim solar temperature

regression coefficients are plotted in Figure S15. Figure 5bshows790

the corresponding annual mean coefficient obtained when all

available data points (12× 34 = 408) are analyzed. The annual

mean tropical upper stratospheric response is larger in peak

amplitude (≥ 1.5 K) and is formally significant while the annually

averaged monthly response of Figure 5a has a peak amplitude of795

≥ 1 K and is only marginally significant. Overall, Figure 5b agrees

well with previous studies, which analyzed the ERA-40 reanalysis

data set through 2001 or extensions thereof (e.g., Crooks and Gray

2005; Frame and Gray 2010). It also agrees well with an alternate

analysis of ERA Interim data by Mitchell et al. (2014b, in review).800

As shown in their Figure 7, the peak response in the tropics occurs

near 2 hPa and the high-latitude maxima at 1 hPa in Figure 5b

extend up to 0.3 hPa (∼ 55 km).

Comparing the annual ERA temperature results of Figure 5

with the annual observational ozone results of Figure 3, several805

similarities are notable. First, in the tropics, the ozone response

is largest in the upper stratosphere (down to∼ 2 hPa for SBUV

and down to∼ 5 hPa for SAGE) while the temperature response

is also largest in the tropical upper stratosphere (1 to 3 hPa).

Second, at high latitudes near the 1 hPa level, the temperature810

response maxima of order 2 K compare favorably with the

SBUV ozone response maxima of order 5-6%. A comparison

of the monthly ERA temperature results of Figure S15 with the

corresponding SBUV ozone results of Figure S14 shows that

the high-latitude responses of both ozone and temperature occur815

in the summer hemisphere. They are therefore presumably a

consequence of the enhanced photolytic and radiative effects of

more continuous solar radiation at reduced solar-zenith angles

in the polar regions during the summer season. Third, the

lower stratospheric subtropical temperature response maxima820

agree qualitatively with responses seen in the SBUV data

at comparable pressure levels, especially when the individual

monthly responses are examined. Specifically, as seen in Figure 3a

for the annually averaged SBUV monthly coefficients, marginally

significant ozone response maxima of order 3% are present in the825

subtropical lower stratosphere near 50 hPa. These coefficients are

formally significant with larger amplitudes (up to 8%) during July

and August (Figure S14). Similarly, the ERA Interim monthly

coefficients are formally significant with amplitudes> 0.5 K near

50 hPa only during June, July, and August (Figure S15).830

Comparing the annual temperature responses of Figure 5 with

the corresponding model responses of Figure 2, it is first apparent

that the three models in the top panel of Figure 2 yield statistically

significant minimum-to-maximum temperature changes in the

tropical upper stratosphere that are closer in magnitude (> 1 K) to835

those obtained from the adjusted ERA data. This is further shown

in Figure 6, which compares tropical averages of the ERA Interim

temperature solar regression coefficients to similar averages of

the model solar coefficients, analogous to the tropical ozone

comparison in Figure 4. None of the models, however, produces840

secondary temperature response maxima at high polar latitudes

that are similar to those obtained in the ERA Interim data. The

observationally estimated maxima are likely to be real because

they are seen in both hemispheres in summer and correspond to

similar polar ozone maxima found in SBUV data. An examination845

of Figures S8-S13 shows that most of the models (except GFDL-

CM3) produce broad maxima in the temperature response at high

summer latitudes near the stratopause but the amplitudes are in the

range of 1.0-1.5 K, which is less than obtained from the reanalysis

data.850

As also seen in Figures 2 and 6, most of the models (4 of 6)

produce broad positive responses in the tropical lower stratosphere

(∼ 50 hPa) that are statistically significant. One of these, CESM1-

WACCM, produces localized subtropical response maxima that

are qualitatively similar to those obtained from the ERA Interim855

data. However, the peak amplitudes in the lower stratosphere

for CESM1-WACCM (∼ 1 K) are nearly a factor of two larger

than those in Figure 5b (∼ 0.6 K). Also, as seen in Figure S8,

the monthly model temperature responses in this location are

significant during most months while, as seen in Figure S15,860

the corresponding observational monthly temperature responses
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near 50 hPa are significant only during NH summer. As seen

in Figure S1, the CESM1-WACCM 11-year ozone response in

the lower stratosphere is large and significant during nearly all

months while, as seen in Figure S14, the observationally estimated865

tropical ozone response near 50 hPa is significant only during NH

summer. As discussed in section 2.4, at least part of the lower

stratospheric 11-year ozone response in this model may be due

to aliasing from the two major volcanic eruptions during 1979-

2005 if the model ozone chemistry is overly sensitive to volcanic870

aerosol effects. Consistently, as shown in Figure 4 of Paper1, use

of a longer time series (1850-2005) to reduce cross-correlation

between the predictors results in a weaker lower stratospheric

response for both high-top and low-top models. Hence, it is

unclear whether the CESM1-WACCM CMIP-5 simulations can875

provide useful constraints on the origin of the solar-induced lower

stratospheric ozone and temperature responses that are derived

from observations over the 1979-2005 time period. It would

be straightforward to investigate this further in future work, as

discussed in section 2.4.880

3.3. Zonal Wind

The apparent offset errors found in ERA Interim temperature

data in the upper stratosphere should be less problematic for

the derived zonal wind field since the latter depends primarily

on latitudinal temperature gradients, which are less sensitive to885

sudden steps in mean temperatures. The MLR model (1) was

therefore applied to the ERA Interim zonal wind data over 1979-

2012 to obtain the monthly solar regression coefficients plotted in

Figure S16. Again, we consider the extended time period because

the results are very similar to those obtained for 1979-2005and890

the statistical significance is slightly increased. The regression

coefficients are expressed as the change in the zonal wind in

meters/second from solar minimum to maximum, as defined in

section 2.4.

As seen in Figure S16, the ERA Interim zonal wind solar895

regression coefficients are only marginally significant during

most months but are characterized by a consistent dependence

on season in both hemispheres. Specifically, the largest zonal

wind changes from solar minimum to maximum are estimated

to occur at northern and southern midlatitudes in the uppermost900

stratosphere during the winter season of each hemisphere. During

northern winter, the largest zonal wind response (up to 9 m/s) is

obtained during November and December while, during southern

winter, the largest response (up to 15 m/s) is obtained during

July and August. During some of these months (December, July,905

and August), the positive zonal wind response at subtropical to

middle latitudes is complemented by a weaker negative response

at higher latitudes. These results are similar to those obtained

previously by Frame and Gray (2010) using ERA 40 reanalysis

data and operational analyses for the 1979-2008 period (see910

their Figure 7). The existence of 11-year wintertime zonal wind

anomalies in the midlatitude upper stratosphere was first reported

based on rocketsonde data by Kodera and Yamazaki (1990).

Later investigations of stratospheric data compiled by theformer

U.S. National Meteorological Center found evidence for a similar915

dynamical response in the southern winter (Hood et al. 1993). The

existence of an upper stratospheric zonal wind response to solar

forcing during early winter is a basic element of the top-down

mechanism for solar induced regional climate change (Kodera and

Kuroda 2002; Matthes et al. 2006).920

Because the observationally estimated zonal wind responseis

a maximum during NH early winter (November and December)

and SH middle winter (July and August), Figure 7 shows the mean

ozone, temperature, and zonal wind responses for these particular

time periods. This figure is intended to illustrate the basicseasonal925

dependence of the observed solar signal in the stratosphere. The

wintertime positive zonal wind responses in both hemispheres are

accompanied by strong negative latitudinal gradients in the ozone

and temperature responses that are centered approximatelyon the

latitude of the zonal wind response.930

3.4. Seasonal Model Comparisons

Finally, we wish to compare in more detail the seasonal ozone,

temperature, and zonal wind responses obtained from the 6

high-top CMIP-5 models with interactive chemistry (Table I) to

the observationally estimated responses of Figure 7. The main935

objective is to determine whether the 3 models in the top panels of

Figures 1, 2, 4, and 6 that produce substantial upper stratospheric

ozone and temperature responses also produce a seasonally

dependent response of ozone, temperature, and zonal wind that
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compares favorably with observations. A second objective is940

to identify any specific model simulations that yield the best

agreement with the observations. For this purpose, the monthly

solar regression results for zonal wind for each of the 6 interactive

models of Table I are plotted in Figures S17-S22.

Prior to considering the 6 interactive models of Table I, it945

is useful to consider an ensemble of 3 simulations performed

by a high-top model without interactive chemistry (MIROC-

ESM). This model is a version of MIROC-ESM-CHEM but

without the interactive chemistry module. It differs from other

high-top CMIP-5 models without interactive chemistry in that950

the ozone variation that was prescribed for this model did not

include a representation of the solar cycle (Watanabe et al.

2011). Like the other CMIP-5 models, this model did however

impose a solar cycle variation of SSI (the NRL SSI). The

model temperature and zonal wind responses therefore provide955

an interesting test of whether a realistic 11-year ozone variation

in the upper stratosphere is necessary for producing a realistic

thermal and dynamical response in winter. Figure 8 shows the

ozone, temperature, and zonal wind changes from solar minimum

to maximum during early northern winter and middle southern960

winter in the same format as Figure 7. (These averages were

calculated from the ensemble mean monthly temperature and

zonal wind solar regression coefficients plotted in FiguresS23

and S24.) It is evident that this model produces no significant

solar-induced latitudinal gradient in the temperature response965

and no corresponding positive zonal wind anomalies similar

to those seen in Figure 7 even though a solar cycle SSI

variation (but no accompanying ozone variation) was imposed.

It is also interesting to note that there is no significant 11-year

response of lower stratospheric temperature in either thismodel970

or MIROC-ESM-CHEM (Figure 2b) caused by aliasing from the

two major volcanic eruptions during 1979-2005. Apparently, the

volcanic aerosol effects on ozone chemistry, radiative heating, and

dynamics in this model are reduced in comparison to those for

some other models (e.g., CESM1-WACCM) so that little or no975

aliasing occurred.

Next, consider the 3 interactive models of Table I that did

not produce a substantial upper stratospheric ozone response

and produced a relatively weak upper stratospheric temperature

response (GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H, and GISS-E2-R). Averaging980

together the ensemble and zonal mean ozone, temperature, and

zonal wind responses during November-December and July-

August for these 3 models yields the mean responses shown in

Figure 9. Again, no significant latitudinal temperature response

gradients and no significant zonal wind anomalies are produced985

by these models.

Next, consider the 3 interactive models of Table I that did

produce a substantial upper stratospheric ozone and temperature

response (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and MRI-

ESM1). Averaging together the ensemble and zonal mean ozone,990

temperature, and zonal wind responses during the same time

periods for these 3 models yields the mean responses shown

in Figure 10. For these models, a mean negative latitudinal

ozone gradient is obtained centered on latitudes of∼ 70◦N in

November-December and 70◦S in July-August. Accompanying995

temperature gradients with zero lines centered on about 60◦

in both hemispheres are obtained. Corresponding positive zonal

wind anomalies with amplitudes of∼ 3 m/s in November-

December centered at∼ 60◦N and ∼ 8 m/s in July-August

centered near 45◦S are obtained, although only the southern1000

hemisphere one is marginally significant. The structure of the

southern hemisphere wind signal is similar to that estimated

from observations in that a weaker negative wind anomaly is

present at higher latitudes. However, the mean amplitudes in both

hemispheres are weaker by at least a factor of two than those1005

estimated from the ERA Interim data in Figure 7.

Lastly, Figure 11 shows a similar plot for the interactive model

that produced the strongest and most significant 11-year response

of upper stratospheric ozone, the MRI-ESM1 model (Figures 1c

and 2c). Only one historical simulation was completed for this1010

model so there is no guarantee that the results are representative

of those for an ensemble mean. Nevertheless, we show them to

illustrate that a larger response in the northern hemisphere is

possible in at least some simulations. As seen in the figure, the

upper stratospheric zonal wind anomaly is marginally significant1015

with an amplitude of∼ 6 m/s and is centered near 50◦N close to

the stratopause. For comparison, the corresponding observational

zonal wind anomaly has an amplitude of∼ 7 m/s and is centered

near 30◦N (Figure 5c). The model positive zonal wind anomaly
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in the southern hemisphere in July-August is formally significant1020

with a peak amplitude of 8 m/s near 2 hPa, which compares to a

marginally significant anomaly derived from the ERA data with a

peak amplitude of∼ 13 m/s near the stratopause.

4. Summary and Discussion

A prerequisite for a successful model simulation of the top-1025

down component of solar-induced climate change is that the

model should produce an upper stratospheric response of ozone,

temperature, and zonal wind to 11-year solar forcing that agrees at

least to first order with available observations (Kodera andKuroda

2002; Matthes et al. 2006; Yukimoto and Kodera 2007; Hood1030

et al. 2013). Since continuous global satellite measurements of

stratospheric ozone and temperature began in 1979 and sincethe

CMIP-5 model simulations cover the period up to 2005, this study

has focused on the 1979-2005 period for detailed comparisons

of solar signals in CMIP-5 models with available observations.1035

Only the 6 models with high tops and interactive ozone chemistry

were considered (Table I). The Mg II solar UV index, derived

from satellite SSI data, was adopted as the solar predictor or

basis function in the MLR analysis (rather than TSI as done in

Paper 1) because it is available for this particular time period and1040

produces larger and more statistically significant solar regression

coefficients in stratospheric ozone data (e.g., Figure S7).

In section 2.4, it was found that three of the six models

in Table I (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and MRI-

ESM1) produce substantial solar-induced responses of ozone1045

and temperature in the upper stratosphere (Figures 1 and 2).

This result was based on MLR analyses over 1979-2005 of 4

ensemble members for CESM1-WACCM, 1 member each for

MIROC-ESM-CHEM and MRI-ESM1, and 5 members each for

GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H, and GISS-E2-R. As found in sections1050

3.1 and 3.2, the observationally estimated annually averaged

monthly ozone and temperature solar regression coefficients for

the period after 1979 (Figures 3 to 6) compare favorably withthe

corresponding coefficients for CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-

CHEM, and MRI-ESM1 in the upper stratosphere, especially1055

when uncertainties in the observational estimates are taken into

account. The remaining three models (GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H,

and GISS-E2-R) yield much weaker upper stratospheric responses

that are difficult to reconcile with available observations.

However, the latter three models do, in effect, provide a valuable1060

baseline or set of control runs against which results for thethree

models with a substantial upper stratospheric response canbe

compared.

As discussed in section 2.2, there are some significant

differences in the radiation and photolysis codes for the six models1065

that could potentially explain why only three of the models

produce substantial 11-year upper stratospheric ozone variations

that agree with observational estimates. In the case of the GFDL-

CM3 model, which produced the weakest 11-year ozone variation

at most altitudes in the stratosphere, the applied photolysis rate1070

calculation scheme appears to have been designed mainly for

tropospheric applications and could therefore have omitted O2

photolysis. In the case of the two GISS-E2 models, the weak

11-year upper stratospheric ozone variation could potentially be

caused by omissions of O2 absorption in the radiation code and1075

the SRB contribution to O2 dissociation in the photolysis rate

code. The three models with substantial upper stratospheric ozone

variations have fewer issues overall, although WACCM also omits

O2 absorption below 65 km and MIROC-ESM-CHEM omits

water vapor photolysis. These deficiencies could potentially lead1080

to some overestimation of the upper stratospheric ozone response.

The MRI-ESM1 model has no obvious omissions that would

affect the solar-induced ozone variation in the upper stratosphere.

As found in section 3.3, in agreement with previous studies,

the observationally estimated zonal wind response to 11-year1085

solar forcing, although only marginally significant, is a maximum

during NH early winter (November and December) and during

SH middle winter (July and August). These zonal wind anomalies

are accompanied by negative latitudinal gradients in the ozone

and temperature responses during the same months in both winter1090

hemispheres (Figure 7). Therefore, in section 3.4, a more detailed

comparison of the ozone, temperature, and zonal wind responses

from the 6 selected high-top models with the observationally

estimated responses was carried out. It was first found (Figure

8) that three simulations using a version of MIROC-ESM-CHEM1095

with no interactive chemistry and no representation of the solar

cycle in its prescribed ozone variation produce no significant

negative latitudinal temperature gradients or positive zonal wind
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anomalies in either winter hemisphere, even though a solar

cycle variation of SSI (the NRL SSI model) was imposed in1100

the model. This shows that such a model with no significant

11-year stratospheric ozone variation and a conservative SSI

variation is not able to produce a realistic upper stratospheric

seasonal response. The three interactive chemistry modelsthat

did not produce a significant annually averaged response of upper1105

stratospheric ozone and only a weak temperature response also

yielded no significant seasonal response in either hemisphere

(Figure 9). The three interactive models that did produce annually

averaged ozone and upper stratospheric responses agreeingto first

order with observational constraints yielded a stronger combined1110

upper stratospheric seasonal response in both hemispheres,

especially in the southern hemisphere in July and August (Figure

10). The multi-model mean zonal wind response for these three

models in November and December has an amplitude of only

3 m/s and is not statistically significant. But some simulations1115

using these three models do produce a relatively strong zonal

wind response during northern early winter that is consistent

with observational estimates. In particular, the single MRI-ESM1

model simulation produces a mean zonal wind anomaly of∼

8 m/s during November and December (Figure 11). Several of1120

the CESM1-WACCM simulations also produced a large positive

wind anomaly during this season, although the ensemble mean

amplitude was much less. Further simulations using the MRI-

ESM1 model are needed to test whether the stronger northern

winter zonal wind anomalies are a robust feature of this model1125

for a conservative SSI variation.

The model ozone and temperature response gradients and the

corresponding zonal wind anomalies of Figures 10 and 11 occur

at somewhat higher latitudes than those that are estimated from

observations (Figure 7). This difference has also been noted1130

previously by Kodera et al. (2003) and may be related to an

overall tendency for general circulation models to simulate a polar

night jet that is centered at a higher latitude than is observed.

For example, the climatological polar night jet at the stratopause

(∼ 1 hPa) calculated from the ERA Interim data in December is1135

centered at a latitude between 45◦ and 50◦ N. In contrast, most

GCMs produce a night jet during this month that is centered near

60◦ N. Kodera et al. (2003) have also argued that the inability of

GCMs to produce an amplitude of the solar-induced polar night

jet oscillation that is as large as estimated from observations is1140

related to a failure to realistically produce interannual variability

in the polar night jet amplitude.

The negative latitudinal ozone response gradients in the

winter high-latitude upper stratosphere that are found in both

observations (Figure 7) and model simulations (e.g., Figures1145

10, 11, S2k) are too strong to be due to the decrease with

increasing latitude of the solar UV-induced ozone production

rate. Instead, they are probably dynamical in origin since they

are associated with positive zonal wind anomalies. It is unlikely

that direct dynamical transport of ozone itself plays a role1150

because the ozone chemical lifetime in the upper stratosphere

is much shorter than dynamical timescales. Rather it is more

likely that ozone is responding photochemically to dynamically

induced changes in temperature and/or other minor species

concentrations that affect the ozone balance. The temperature1155

changes seen in both observations and models have the same

sign as the ozone changes, which is inconsistent with temperature

feedback effects on ozone photochemistry (temperature increases

alone result in ozone decreases, and vice versa in the upper

stratosphere). Therefore, dynamically induced changes inminor1160

species concentrations that are important for ozone catalytic

losses may be implicated. For example, odd nitrogen has a

photochemical lifetime near the stratopause (∼ 1 month) that

is much longer than dynamical timescales (e.g., Brasseur and

Solomon 2005). Hence, a transport-induced increase in the1165

latitudinal gradient of odd nitrogen in the upper stratosphere

under solar maximum conditions would contribute to the negative

latitudinal gradient in the ozone response for both models and

observations. More detailed diagnostic analysis of the CMIP-5

model data is needed to test whether this process or others are1170

involved.

Regardless of the exact origin of the negative latitudinal

ozone response gradients, it is clear that they would assistin

amplifying the zonal wind response. A strong negative latitudinal

ozone gradient will radiatively enhance the negative latitudinal1175

temperature gradient, which, by thermal wind balance, would

amplify the zonal wind anomaly. This could therefore represent

a positive feedback mechanism for producing a stronger upper
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stratospheric dynamical response than expected for modelsthat

impose a conservative 11-year SSI variation. In any case, the1180

results of Figures 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11 support the view

that models with high tops, interactive ozone chemistry, and a

capability to simulate substantial ozone responses in the upper

stratosphere are better able to produce a strong upper stratospheric

dynamical response. Such a dynamical response can, in turn,lead1185

to significant troposphere-ocean signals in coupled modelsvia the

top-down mechanism (e.g., Yukimoto and Kodera 2007).
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Appendix

In this appendix, evidence for artificial offsets (step changes)

in zonally averaged ERA Interim temperature data in the1215

upper stratosphere (5 hPa and above) is discussed and an

empirical procedure is applied to adjust the data to minimize

the offsets. The data were obtained at levels ranging from

1000 to 1 hPa (the highest level available for public access)

from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts1220

(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets).

The top panel of Figure A1 compares deseasonalized anomalies

(deviations from the long-term monthly means) of ERA Interim

temperature data at the highest available level (1 hPa) averaged

over low latitudes (35◦S to 35◦N) to the Mg II solar UV index over1225

the 1979-2012 period. Large offsets occur at several pointsin the

time series that apparently are related to major changes in satellite

instrumentation and/or changes in the reanalysis procedure. The

largest single offset between July and August of 1998 closely

follows the launch of the first Advanced Microwave Sounding1230

Unit (AMSU) on the NOAA 15 satellite in May of that year.

The AMSU was an improvement over the Microwave Sounding

Unit (MSU), which began observations together with the SSU on

TIROS-N in 1978. Other smaller offsets appear to occur between

June and July of 1979 and between February and April of 1985.1235

Offset errors of this type are clearly found in the data only at the

1, 2, and 5 hPa levels.

In order to estimate the magnitude of offset errors such as those

in the top panel of Figure A1, a simple average of the low-latitude

temperature anomalies was calculated in a 12-month window on1240

either side of the offsets (except for the 1979 offset for which only

6 months were available to calculate the first average). The offset

errors estimated from the differences between these two averages

are: 1 hPa: 1979: -4.33 K; 1985: -1.87 K; 1998: +4.94 K; 2 hPa:

1979: -3.16 K; 1985: -1.38 K; 1998: +2.25 K; 5 hPa: 1998: -2.141245

K. Assuming that the offset errors estimated at low latitudes apply

approximately to all latitudes, an adjusted monthly ERA Interim

data set was constructed in which these estimated errors were

minimized. The bottom panel of Figure A1 compares low-latitude

temperature anomalies calculated from the adjusted data at1 hPa1250

to the Mg II UV index. As can be seen, the adjusted anomalies at

this level exhibit a quasi-decadal variation that is roughly in phase

with the solar cycle.

To test to what extent the offset errors may influence solar

temperature regression coefficients derived from the ERA Interim1255

data, the MLR model (1) was applied separately to the unadjusted
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and adjusted data. It was found that the overall spatial structure

of the solar regression coefficients was surprisingly similar for

the two data sets, apparently due to the ability of the MLR

method to identify solar-correlated decadal variations between the1260

offset locations. However, the amplitudes of the solar temperature

regression coefficients near the stratopause are increasedby about

50% when using the unadjusted data set rather than the adjusted

data set. Most of this increase is due to the fact that the large

positive offset error in 1998 near 1 hPa occurs during a rising1265

phase of the solar cycle as seen in the top panel of Figure A1.

Hence, the adjusted data provide a better estimate for the true

amplitude of the solar-induced temperature response near the

stratopause.
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Model Ensemble # of Vertical Horizontal QBO? Reference
Members Bands Resolution∗ Resolution

CESM1-WACCM 4 19 2-3 km 1.9◦ × 2.5◦ Nudged Marsh et al. 2013
MIROC-ESM-CHEM 1 23 ∼ 1.1 km 2.8◦ × 2.8◦ Spontaneous Watanabe et al. 2011
MRI-ESM1 1 22 ∼ 2.5 km ∼ 1.1◦ None Yukimoto et al. 2010
GFDL-CM3 5 18 2-3 km ∼ 2◦ None Donner et al. 2011
GISS-E2-H 5 6 ∼ 2 km 2◦ × 2.5◦ None Shindell et al. 2013
GISS-E2-R 5 6 ∼ 2 km 2◦ × 2.5◦ None Shindell et al. 2013
∗ Value in the upper stratosphere near 40 km altitude.

Table 1: High-Top CMIP-5 Models With Interactive Chemistry
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Figure 1.  Annual and zonal mean ozone per cent change (max - min) over the 1979-2005
period for the 6 high-top models with interactive chemistry (see the text).  Dark (light)
shading indicates statistical significance at the 2 (1) sigma level.  The contour interval is 1%.
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Figure 2.  Same format as Figure 1 but for the annual and zonal mean temperature change
(max - min) over the 1979-2005 period.
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Figure 3.  (a) Annually averaged monthly ozone change (max - min) for the Version 8
merged SBUV ozone data over the 1979-2003 period; (b) Same as (a) but for the annual
mean ozone change; (c ) Annual mean ozone change for the Version 6 SAGE II data set over
the 1985-2005 period.
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Figure 4.  Comparison of tropical (25oS to 25oN) averages of SAGE II annual mean ozone
solar regression coefficients (solid circles with 2σ error bars) with similar averages of the
annually averaged model solar regression results of Figure 1.  The top panel (a) is for the three
models with a substantial upper stratospheric ozone response while the bottom panel (b) is for
the remaining three models.
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Figure 5. (a) Annually averaged monthly temperature change (max - min) over the 1979-
2012 period for the ERA Interim reanalysis data set after adjustments for offset step changes
in the upper stratosphere; (b) Same as (a) but for the annual mean temperature change with
each monthly temperature anomaly considered as an independent data point.
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Figure 6.  Comparison of tropical (25oS to 25oN) averages of adjusted ERA Interim annual
mean temperature solar regression coefficients (solid circles with 2σ error bars) with similar
averages of the annually averaged model solar regression results of Figure 2.  The top panel
(a) is for the three models with a substantial upper stratospheric ozone response while the
bottom panel (b) is for the remaining three models.
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Figure 7.  Observationally estimated solar cycle change (max - min) in zonal mean ozone,
temperature, and zonal wind during early northern winter (top panel) and middle southern
winter (bottom panel). See the text. The contour interval is 1% for ozone, 0.5 K for
temperature, and 1 m/s for zonal wind.
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Figure 8.  Solar cycle change (max - min) in zonal mean temperature and zonal wind during
early northern winter (top panel) and middle southern winter (bottom panel) for the MIROC-
ESM model (mean of 3 ensemble members) over the 1979-2005 period. This model used a
prescribed ozone database that did not include a representation of the solar cycle. The
contour interval is 0.5 K for temperature, and 1 m/s for zonal wind.
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Figure 9.  Mean solar cycle change (max - min) in zonal mean ozone, temperature, and zonal
wind during early northern winter (top panel) and middle southern winter (bottom panel) for
the three interactive chemistry models with relatively weak upper stratospheric ozone
responses (GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-H, and GISS-E2-R).  The contour interval is 1% for ozone,
0.5 K for temperature, and 1 m/s for zonal wind.
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Figure 10.  As in Figure 9 but for the three interactive chemistry models with relatively
strong upper stratospheric ozone responses (CESM1-WACCM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and
MRI-ESM1).
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Figure 11. As in Figures 9 and 10 but for the single MRI-ESM1 simulation over the 1979-
2005 period.
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Figure A1.  Top panel: (a) Area-weighted average over low latitudes of the ERA Interim
1 hPa monthly temperature anomalies (deviations from long-term monthly means); (b)
The Mg II core-to-wing ratio solar UV index. Bottom Panel: Same format as top panel
but after offset adjustments are applied to the data (see the text).
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